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Double decker cages for rats Sensor Cages Occupation and injury protection for pigsTunnel-Handling

The FEM mouse facility is one of the largest
breeding facilities for genetically modified mice in
Germany. Therefore, refining the animal care and
use program has a large impact on animal
welfare. Tunnel handling is supposed to reduce
stress in animal fixation and relocation between
cages. Husbandry staff and scientists were trained
to apply this method for cage change to prepare
for a general switch of practice in animal stocks at
the Charité. The acceptance and concerns of
scientists and animal care takers who participated
in the trainings were evaluated in a survey.
Additional time spent for cage change was
considered a critical parameter compared to
former tail handling while welfare aspects were
positively assessed (Hohlbaum et al. 2020, doi:
10.14573/altex.2005121).

To meet the need of rats for more activity in the
cage and to offer them more space to rear, a part
of our rat housing capacity has been equipped
with double-deck IVC housing systems and
providing additional benefit for the animals
under infectious conditions or when hazardous
substances are used.

The advantage of this system is that by
automatically collecting data 24/7, more
information can be collected from animals when
they are most active (e.g., at night) without
disturbing them. In addition to the automatic
recording of animal activity data, environmental
conditions (e.g. the filling of the drinking bottles)
are also recorded.

If the activity measurements allow reliable
conclusions about the health status of the animals,
a wide variety of uses on animal research projects
is conceivable.

Ongoing work includes the installation of standard
processes for recruiting and supervision of projects
and the assessment of benefit for different animal
models and interventions.

Housing of pigs is challenging. They easily suffer
from boredom or being hungry which supports
development of depression, anxiety and
aggression. In turn, all types of handling become
more difficult and stressful for animals, care
takers and scientists. The reduction of boredom
includes different occupation opportunities.
Clicking is an employment and training strategy,
reducing handling stress and boredom.
A second challange in pig husbandry is the
recovery stage of anesthesia. With uncontrolled
movements and disability to stand up, this phase
bears a high risk of injury, avoidable leasons and
possibly dislocation of implants or damaged
medical devices.

Conclusion: The cages are still in a testing phase

to evaluate the well beeing of the animals. The

system does not convince in the handling by the

animal care takers.

So far, the system has been put into operation. A
study comparing animal welfare to conventional
cages under our conditions is still pending.
Preliminary findings are:
• The animals use the upper platform to climb

and stand up.
• The large and heavy cages are a challenge for

the animal care takers and increase workload.
Basic husbandry tasks, such as refilling diet,
are associated with increased effort.

• The cage gets dirty faster because the
bedding area is smaller.

• The upper platform gets dirty very easily,
because of the lack of bedding material on it.

• The occupancy density is best with 2 animals.
With more animals they seem to become more
restless.

• Breeding is not possible, as the base area with
bedding material is too small.

• Usage with the application of hazardous
substances seems suitable.

Conclusion: This refinement aspect of tunnel

handling was sucessfully conveyed to animal

caretakers and scientists. It is currently put into

operation in experimental and breeding facilities.

Conclusion: Preliminary data suggest a benefit for

animal welfare to decrease reaction times and

routine monitoring of experimental animals around

intervention by research groups

Conclusion: The measures are easily feasible

and support animal wellbeing and decreases

after surgery stress.

Clicker training was used to train minipigs for routine

examinations such as weight control but also for

treatments with drugs or telemetric read outs, sonography

and more (a,b). Changing toys reduces boredom (c).

The floor must prevent hoofs from

sliding. Sliding leads to increasing

stress for the animals. While still

recovering from anesthesia even

deep straw bedding and fabrics do

not stand the situation. We tested

further solutions such as the use of

dog shoes (d,e) or mobile pads (f) for

more grip.

Double decker cages for rats as Indididually Ventilated

Cages (IVC).
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DVC® - Digital Ventilated Cage, Tecniplast (a), composed

by the plate, the hardware and the software.

The plate (b), an integral part of the rack positioned in

correspondence with each cage slot, collects information

and data directly from the home cage, without stressing

the animals.
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Automated recording of activity is intended to
better monitor harmful phenotype in affected mice
and initiate immediate action more quickly to avoid
unnecessary pain and suffering.

e

Handling of mice with

the tunnel

Approximately 400 cage changes of male and
female mice from different mouse strains have
been documented. Parameters of behavior and
habituation of the mice and time consumption of
the cage changing process have been collected.
Data collected are now further statistically
analyzed for animal welfare and behavioral
aspects.
Data analysis and a final conclusion of the data is
still pending.


